NOTES	3. go
'found* for the third *foul*. The emendation seems to
us attractive, and presents no difficulty graphically,
*founde* being misread as 'foule* or**fowle*; cf. note
x. 3.9, Sh. Hand, p. 94, and Ham, Sp. and Misp. p. 45.
66-9. He's fallen in love etc. The humour of this
speech lies in the stage-situation, Phebe and Silvius
are kneeling with clasped hands on either side of
Rosalind, and she turns from one to the other as she
speaks. Textually the lines are interesting as being the
only piece of prose in a verse-scene and a passage which
could be omitted without loss to the context.
68. anger. SoF.
78-9. though all the world could see etc. * though all
mankind could look on you none would be so deceived
as to think you beautiful but he* (Dr Johnson),
80. SJD.F.'Exit.*
81-2. Dead Shepherd etc. See pp. 203-104 for
observations upon this famous reference to Marlowe.
Cf. Summer's Last Will, 11, 1172-3 (McKerrow's
Nashe, Hi, 271):
Well sung a shepheard (that now sleepes in skies)
Dumme swannes do loue, & not vaine chattering pies$
which refers to Sidney, Ast* 5sf Stella, Son. 54:
Dumb swans, not chattering pies, do lovers prove.
90. Thou hast my love—is not that neighbourly?
Tins has so far been little commented upon, yet the
sense is hardly dear at first sight. The point of the
speech, we take it, is the last word; * neighbourly * love
being at this period commonly distinguished from
'conjugal* love (N.E.D. quotes from 1626 'it must be
onely with neighbourly and ciuill, not with a conjugal
love*). Phebe is still teasing Silvius: 'Thou hast my
love,* she concedes, but takes back her words at once in
what follows.
92. 8ibiu$9 F.'Siluius;'
92. thee> F. 'thee;* 93. lwe$ F. *loue/—trans-
posed pointing.

